Abstract-The traditional BP neural network algorithm has some bugs such that it is easy to fall into local minimum and the slow convergence speed. Particle swarm optimization is an evolutionary computation technology based on swarm intelligence which can not guarantee global convergence. Artificial Bee Colony algorithm is a global optimum algorithm with many advantages such as simple, convenient and strong robust. In this paper, a new BP neural network based on Artificial Bee Colony algorithm and particle swarm optimization algorithm is proposed to optimize the weight and threshold value of BP neural network. After network traffic prediction experiment, we can conclude that optimized BP network traffic prediction based on PSO-ABC has high prediction accuracy and has stable prediction performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development and more computers linked into the Internet network, the scale of internet is becoming more complicated. In order to realize the goal of resource share, the amount of the network traffic is increasing and the task and stress of network management becomes heavy [1] [2] . Failures and questions appear again and again and it is very important to comprehend the control mechanism and complicated behavioral character of network. Traffic situation can be known through prediction of network traffic, so that nework traffic can be analysised and predicted accurately which is very useful to the network design and control.
Setting routing function and design of load balancing can not only make information delay and loss degree caused by congestion minimal, but also can be carried out on the network intrusion detection to discover and get rid of hidden attack behavior. So the feasibility and necessity of network traffic prediction is particularly important, especially high quality prediction is of great significance for the management and design of large-scale network environment [3] [4] .
Realizing the network QOS control for network management is of the same importance as the network maintence and network traffic prediction is very important to realization of the network QOS control [5] [6] . Another, the application of network traffic prediction has caused more and more concern in intrusion detection system. Network traffic prediction is quite a useful research which have essential reality meanings.
Problem solving ability of artificial neural network (ANN) depends on the quality of training algorithm, therefore training algorithm has always been a research focus of ANN training algorithm [7] [8] . The BP (Back Propagation) neural network algorithm is the most widely used neural network training algorithm, but BP neural network algorithm depends on the choice of initial weights and has slow convergence speed and easily falls into local optimum [9] [10] [11] . In order to overcome the shortcomings of the BP neural network algorithm, many scholars use global optimization methods [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] such as genetic algorithm, simulated annealing algorithm, ant colony algorithm in neural network learning.
Phenomenon of paralysis pause the adjusting process of network weights. Usually when learning rate is too small, training time of BP algorithm is usually long. At this time we need to improve, and generally we use an adaptive learning rate.
Because the BP algorithm uses a gradient descent method, its error is multidimensional space curved surface for complex network. So in the process of training, it is easy to fall into local minimum value. In the case of not satisfied with the result of the training, usually more neurons and layers are used. But at the same time, the training time and complexity of network has increased. In some cases adopting more neurons and multilayer network doesn't work.
Particle swarm optimization is an evolutionary computation technology based on swarm intelligence, which is characterized by fast convergence, simple calculation and so on in the process of dynamic optimization. Particle swarm optimization algorithm is similar to genetic algorithm belonging to a kind of evolutionary algorithm. It starts from random solution and search for optimal solution by means of iteration. It evaluates the solution quality through the fitness, but its rules are more simple than genetic algorithm. It has no crossover and mutation operation, and it searches the current optimal value to find global optimal. This algorithm is easy to implement, and has high accuracy, and fast convergence, which has caused the attention of the academic circles. Particle swarm optimization algorithm [17] [18] [19] [20] is a kind of good global optimization algorithm, which can be used for training neural network with strong search ability, less parameter. Simulation experiments prove that PSO used in neural network learning can more quickly converge to the optimal solution than genetic algorithm. PSO is based on the evolution of the population search technology, but of all the basic PSO algorithms and the improved PSO algorithms can not guarantee global convergence of the algorithm. That's because PSO evolution equations make all particles search in a limited sample space [21] [22] .
As a new swarm intelligence algorithm, bee colony optimization [23] [24] [25] based on the behavior of bees gathering honey has drawn our attention in recent years. D. Karaboga compared performance of artificial bee colony algorithm and differential evolution algorithm, PSO algorithm and evolutionary algorithm on function optimization problem, indicating that the ABC algorithm is better than other algorithms. In bee colony optimization, following bees transfer according to the size of fitness value to ensure most of the bees choose transfer path according to the last generation history information. Scout bees ensure there is always part of bees randomly search path, which ensure the diversity of solution, and help to jump out of local optimum. Leading bees has elite features and reserve last generation optimal path, which can accelerate the algorithm convergence and reduce the oscillation of the algorithm. It is because the combined effect of the three that the algorithm has stronger global search ability and fast convergence.
Purpose of the study is to improve the forecast accuracy and stability of network traffic, the main work is to research and explore new network prediction models. A mode based on BPNN optimized by particle swarm optimization algorithm and ABC algorithm is established. It considers the flaw of PSO algorithm. PSO algorithm with ABC is applied to optimize the weights and thresholds in BP neural network, and historical records are used to train BP neural network.
In the next section, we introduce principle of back propagation neural network. In Section 3 we propose an improved algorithm based on particle swarm optimization and bee colony optimization. In Section 4, In order to check effectiveness of different network traffic prediction model, we do experiments. In Section 5 we conclude the paper and give some remarks. ),
II. PRICIPLE OF BP NEURAL NETWORK
x , T , and y are vector of input layer, vector of hidden layer, and vector of output layer respectively.
v , w are weight value between hidden layer and output layer and between hidden layer and input layer, 1  , 2  are threshold between hidden layer and output layer and between hidden layer and input layer. () fx represents activation function, such as sigmoid, tansig, logsig and so on. We adjust the weights of the neural network and offset so as to get the expected output. Back-propagation learning algorithm is based on gradient descent algorithm, the cost function is
p E is error of the p-th net vector. The p-th output layer has N neurons. (3). 
III. AN IMPROVED OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

A. Common Optimization Algorithm
The i-th particle of particle swarm optimization is marked as (7) and (8) respectively. 
2686 JOURNAL OF NETWORKS, VOL. 8, NO. 11, NOVEMBER 2013 i . Artificial colony (ABC) algorithm is proposed by Karaboga to solve the problem of multivariate function optimization. In ABC algorithm, the colony includes leading and following bees and scout bees three components. Leading bees look for food source. Following bees wait for leading bees to bring back relevant information of food source and choose food source according to information. Scout bees look for new food source randomly. If some food source is abandoned by leading bees and following bees, the leading bees corresponding to that food source become the scout bees. The position of each food source represents a possible solution. Fitness is calculated by (9).
i f is objective function of the optimization problem. In this algorithm, the number of leading bees is equivalent to the number of following bees and the number of solution in the population. Firstly, ABC algorithm produce
d is the number of optimization parameter. Then leading bees, following bees and scout bees begin to search periodically. Leading bees compare the optimal solution and neighborhood search solution in memory by means of the criterion of greed. When search solution is better than memory optimal solution, the memory optimal solution is replaced. Otherwise memory optimal solution keep original value. After all the leading bees complete neighborhood search, leading bees jump wagging dance to share the nectar information with following bees. Following bees choose nectar source with a given probability according to nectar information. Probability of attracting following bees of bees having large amount of honey is larger than that of bees having small amount of honey. Following bees search around the neighborhood nectar source. Compare search solution and solution of original bees using greedy criteria. When the search solution is better than the original solution of bees, replace the original solution of bees and complete role reversal, otherwise remain unchanged. Following bees according to (10) choose food source. With the iteration times increasing, () ij kj xx  decreases and search space decreases. Adjusting step length dynamically is helpful to improve the accuracy of algorithm and at last optimal solution is obtained. When leading bees fall into a local optimum, keep Limit times iteration unchanged and fitness of leading bees is not global optimization, abandon this food source and replace it with food source that scout bees obtain by means of randomly search. Supposing the abandoned solution is i x , the new solution is generated by scout bees according to (12) . 
B. An Improved Network Prediction Algorithm Based on
Pso-Abc Principle of Artificial colony (ABC) algorithm is introduced to particle swarm optimization, so that particle swarm optimization algorithm with strategies of bee colony is proposed to train artificial neural network.
In common particle optimization algorithm, particle modifies speed and position of all dimensions when it flies. At the same time new position is received according to fixed formula unconditionally, but the new speed does not develop toward the direction of the global optimal. So it is necessary to evaluate the new speed. If new speed generated by (7) can reduce system error, this new speed will be taken as reference of the next iteration. Otherwise this speed raises system error, the speed of last round will be taken as reference of the next iteration. On the other hand, different dimensions may influence each other in the multi-dimensional optimization problems, which makes search process of the PSO algorithm not detailed. In bee colony optimization method, leading bees and scout bees modify the position of food dimension by dimension, which only receive food source with high earning degree. The speed of the particle being updated in a certain dimension should immediately evaluate benefit in PSO algorithm.
In order to guarantee the diversity of the search process, when benefit of the food source is relatively low, it may have been abandoned, leading bee corresponding to this food source becomes a scout bee and scout bee randomly search new food source. When the particle swarm still can't optimize the initial solution in a certain iteration cycle, the initial solution is considered to be bad. It is necessary to replace it with a new solution to enhance the algorithm's ability of jumping out of local optimal point.
In this new algorithm (PSO-ABC), M is the number of population, N is dimension of the particle.
x represents the position of the particle, i x represents position of particle i at some time, and ij x represents position of particle i in the j -th dimension.
i v represents speed of particle i and ij v represents position of particle i in the j -th dimension. p represents the optimal particle, and i p represents the optimal position of particle i up to now. ij p represents the optimal position of particle i in the j -th dimesion up to now. g represents the best particle of the population.
newV and newX are one dimensional array which are used to store new speed and new position in each iteration process. Function Difference is used to calculate fitness difference between new position and old position. ReplaceUnimproved (Limit) function is used to replace bad particle without optimal solution by randomly produced particle in the iteration of Limit times. The improved algorithm is as follows.
Initialize parameter w , 1 c and 2 c ; x ) //find the best particle in the population While (End condition is not meet) 
For each particle i from 1 to M Improved=false; For each dimension j from 1 to N j newV is calculated by (7); 
Original network traffic () xt is normalized according to (13) .
max( ) t is the largest value of traffic data sequence and min( ) t is the smallest value of traffic data sequence. The normalized data is classified according to table I. The number of particle is M. The length of particle vector X is
s is number of hidden layer node, 3 s is dimension of output. X is initialized randomly. The maximum iteration number MAXITER and objective fitness value is set.
The weight and threshold is obtained through improved particle vector decoder. Then BP neural network is constructed when training samples are input to train network. Fitness function value is obtained through calculating mean square error from training set of each network which is used to evaluate each particle and update local best position best p and global best position best g at the same time.
Compare the optimal fitness value and objective fitness value. If it meets the condition, the search process ends and the optimal parameter is particle vector with the optimal fitness value in current situation. If it does not meet the condition, it turn back to construct BP neural network and go on.
IV. SIMULATION TEST
A. Performance Test of Different Algorithms
XOR problem is a typical linear inseparable problem which is commonly used in verification of network algorithm. Population scale is 50 and parameter range belongs to [-10, 10] . Activation function is Sigmoid and w is initialized to 0. 9 which reduce to 0. 4 linearly with 
Input vector of network is traffic data per hour of 5 days period. Output is traffic per hour at prediction date. We adopt 5-11-1 BP neural network structure. The number of input layer is 5, the number of hidden layer is 11 and the number of output layer is 1. Nonlinear activation function Sigmoid as shown in (14) is transfer function between neurons.
Each threshold and weight is taken as particle vector of PSO-ABC algorithm and the length of each particle is L=66. The number of particle is 30 and particle vector is initialized to a random number belonging to [ 1, 1] 

. Set the maximum iteration number MAXITER=1600 and the objective fitness value fit=0. 001. Use rolling forecast to reconstruct the sample space, and combine with the data partitioning method, 240 traffic data from the collected data are taken as training samples. The front 216 samples are training samples and the back 24 samples are prediction samples. At last traffic data of December 21 is predicted.
In order to check effectiveness of PSO-ABC and BP neural network model, we do experiments. The first is that using improved algorithm based on PSO-ABC and PSO prediction network traffic. The second is that using BP neural network predict. Prediction mean square root error is taken as performance index as shown in (15). Table VI is mean square error comparison of three different models. From the above traffic prediction figure, we can know that optimized BP network model based on PSO-ABC algorithm is better than the other two models comparing with other two kinds of forecast model. Network traffic prediction value is similar to actual value. Also we can conclude that optimized BP network traffic prediction based on PSO-ABC has high prediction accuracy and has stable prediction performance. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
A particle swarm optimization algorithm with strategies of bee colony is proposed and used for the training of artificial neural network. The proposed algorithm uses the solution evaluation and greedy selection strategies of leading bees and following bees, and uses the searching new solution strategy of scout bees.
Particle updates and evaluates its position dimension by dimension when it fly in the search space, and only accepts those new position which can improve the solution. This greedy strategy improves its convergence speed effectively. In order to help the algorithm to escape from local minimum, particle will search new position randomly when its solution cannot be improved for specified iterations. We can conclude that optimized BP network traffic prediction based on PSO-ABC has high prediction accuracy and has stable prediction performance.
